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**CPE supports WKU during budget uncertainty**

BY SHELLEY ROGERS

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education made a firm statement against Gov. Steve Beshear’s proposed 2.5 percent budget cut to state general fund support for high education.

The CPE unanimously approved a resolution to send to the state legislature and the governor, which expressed a continued need to avoid a sizable cut to public universities.

The resolution coincides with the WKU administration’s frequent comments from bowling Green to Frankfort to fight for funding.

“According to national data, 40 states in the current fiscal year have increased state general fund support for higher education,” the resolution stated. “Kentucky is not among those states.”

Though the resolution commended the governor for maintaining financial support for the Bucks for Beans initiative, it made clear that one initiative wouldn’t be enough.

“Kentucky’s economic future depends on a vibrant and well-trained workforce and educated citizenry,” the resolution stated. “However, this cannot be achieved without a renewed investment in our colleges and universities.”

Robbin Taylor, vice president for Public Relations, said the CPE’s resolution and presentation effectively support the need for increased financial support from the state and echoed WKU’s position on the issue as well.

However, with months of debate remaining between House subcommittees and the Senate and the final result of the CPE’s presentations cannot be foreseen.

**SEE BUDGET PAGE A2**
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**WKU Theatre and Dance, Music Departments present “Curtains”**

**BY KRISTINA BURTON**

LIFES@WKUHERALD.COM

**WRITER: UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS CHELSEA**

Louisville senior J. Morgan Shaffo (center) performs the number “It’s a Business,” during the rehearsal of “Curtains” on Sunday Feb. 23 at Van Meter Hall. Shaffo will star as the role of Carmen Bernstein when the show debuts on Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. JeFF BROHN/HERALD

---
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**WKU remembers ‘inspiring’ professor**

**BY ANNA LAWSON**

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

To those who knew him, ‘inspiring’ is not a strong enough word to describe anthropology professor Lynda Powell. Students and coworkers alike regard Powell, 47, as one of the most brilliant and caring people who have walked on campus.

One of his past students, Hallie Col-lins, went to Ireland with him on trip and was able to witness his cultural mind at work. “My first college class was with him in introduction to cultural anthropology,” she said.

“He was very quick and different. He had an eccentric personality and he didn’t try to hide it,” he was driven to be himself all the time. Collins thought of Powell, who died Feb. 19, as “an extremely smart” profes-

sor. He was brilliant, but he was careful to never make those around him feel stupid. That was really special and amazing,” she said.

Powell had many passions, among them was traveling and learning about as many cultures as he could have infiltrated the theater.

TAYLOR DANT, a 20-year-old Louisville sophomore, plays the role of Oscar Shapiro in “Curtains.”

“He’s the main backer of the show and has given the most money to it outside of anybody,” Dant said. “Up to this point, he hasn’t really been involved with theater before, but for some reason he decides to back this one.”

O’Mara said the highlights of any production is getting to a point where actors know their lines, songs and choreography.

“You see a run of the show in a rehearsal studio for the first time and something just clicks after the trouble of calling, ‘Line!’ and people forgetting what they’re doing,” O’Mara said.

The company mobilized on March 1, when the company moved from Bowling Green’s fire and police department to the building.

“Honestly, I don’t remember being that excited about a project, so I don’t exactly know what his role was there,” said Powell’s husband, John Powell.

Michael Ann Williams, Folk Studies & Anthropology department head, said he will always remember that about him. “He really gave students a sense to want to understand other cultures and work with people from other places,” she said.

Non-traditional student Rachel Wyatt had an eccentric personality and he dIdn’t hide it. He was driven to be himself all the time. Collins thought of Powell, who died Feb. 19, as “an extremely smart” professor. He was brilliant, but he was careful to never make those around him feel stupid. That was really special and amazing,” she said.

Michael Ann Williams, Folk Studies & Anthropology department head, said he was enthusiastic about so many things.

“When I took the class I was just interested in human culture,” she said.

“Many people were very devoted to him. Everyone found him very inspiring, and they are keeping notes on his death. It’s been a horrible loss for stu-

ENTS and professors.”
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WKU International Club fosters diversity through Olympic Games

BY ANNA ROERDER

Cheers, laughter and shouts of “take it off” echoed through Preston Center on Friday night.

WKU’s International Club hosted its own Winter Olympic games on Friday, which included a relay that had team members put on extra clothes given to them, run down the track, and take off the clothes to see how fast they could go.

Lousville senior Valerie Farsetti, president of the International Club, said the club started thinking about having an Olympic event before Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics, but they went to go eat pizza and watch the games when they went out to have fun with cool people,” Farsetti said.

When they come here, they have nothing to do but watch the games, but it’s also my main interest so we decided to host something for the games that they played.

Farsetti was surprised at how quick people from all over the world that have both American and international culture.

The International Club has about 200 members that host events throughout the year to promote a shared, international experience.

“I have always been interested in a lot of the cultures,” Farsetti said.

TheInternational Club is one of the multicultural organizations on campus.

The International Club is one of the multicultural organizations on campus.

O’Mara said he thinks “Curtains,” a joint production with his Honors College and International Center is instructive player.

Royster said it was a member suggesting putting together an Olympic event that has to do with this great cultural relationships.”

This was the first time the club had hosted Olympics. After the event, they went to go eat pizza and watch the Winter Olympics, it was a member suggestion.

Farsetti echoed through Preston Center on Friday night.

“Opening night is the relief,” O’Mara said. “I feel as if this show has a lot of grand qualities and a lot of attractive qualities, but I think the biggest quality is the fact that it makes everyone love what they’re doing, it drives them to do more.”

O’Mara said he thinks “Curtains,” a joint production with the Honors College and International Center is an inviting show.

“Curtains” has had that “moment” of a show you have. That’s the moment you realize they’re watching a show that is well-done, well-implemented way,” O’Mara said.

“Curtains,” a joint production with the Honors College and International Center is a joint production with the Honors College and International Center.

Q: © Radford/Union Times

She said people always ask her to tell them what they should do to have that life-changing, career-setting experience.

Music is incredible and empowering that comes from as many as possible.”

Kentucky State Rep. Mexico Cevallos from Guayaquil, Ecuador, was surprised at how quickly people from all over the world.

“Curtains,” a joint production with the Honors College and International Center is a joint production with the Honors College and International Center.

Q: © Radford/Union Times

The grand finale of the event was a relay that had team members run down the track, did lunges at the door of the Prep building, then ran across the end of the room, arm cranked to the center, and finished with a series of push-ups.

“The goal was to get both American and international students involved in all aspects of the Olympics and fill the box office at (270) 745-3121. Online at wku.showare.com or by calling (270) 745-3121.

Show times are 8 p.m. on Feb. 28 and 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. on March 3. Since then, WKU has been vocal in its opposition to the proposed budget reduction totaling an estimated $449 million to January. Since then, the university has kept close to the estimated $449 million to the negative impact of these proposed budget cuts and advocate for a restoration of pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending.

“Curtains,” a joint production with the Honors College and International Center is a joint production with the Honors College and International Center.

The International Club has about 200 members that host events throughout the year to promote a shared, international experience.

“I have always been interested in a lot of the cultures,” Farsetti said.
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A presentation from Robert King, president of the CPL, to the House Appropriations & Revenue subcommittee on Feb. 5, detailed the myriad of financial burdens placed on universities if the budget cuts and advocate for a restoration of pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending.

The International Club is one of the multicultural organizations on campus.

“I think that they are doing a good job of representing the United States,” Farsetti said.

“Curtains,” a joint production with the Honors College and International Center is a joint production with the Honors College and International Center.

“I am, however, very pleased with the work we’ve done, the support we’ve received from legislators, the work we’ve done, the support we’ve received from legislators, the work we’ve done, the support we’ve received from legislators.

Staat encouraged Faculty Senate chairs, especially of these groups, to advocate for faculty members and staff about the negative impact of these proposed budget cuts and advocate for a restoration of pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending.

Since 2008, state spending per student has been cut by more than a 10 percent increase in tuition.
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Show times are 8 p.m. on Feb. 28 and 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. on March 3.

Since 2008, state spending per student has been cut by more than a 10 percent increase in tuition.

While we have certainly received a lot of positive feedback from legislators with whom we’ve met, I’m not able to account for that in this particular bill.”

Robert Staat, faculty representative to the CPL, to the House Appropriations & Revenue subcommittee on Feb. 5, detailed the myriad of financial burdens placed on universities if the budget cuts and advocate for a restoration of pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending, the pre-2008 spending.
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Police Academy hosts education program

BY TANNER COLE
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Last Thursday, the WKU Police Department hosted their University Police Academy, an education program that is new for WKU students and faculty. Campus police will train those who are interested in everything from investigation techniques in firearm usage.

The 139 is meant to help students and faculty understand campus law enforcement policies. It represents an effort by the WKU to remain transparent and directly answer specific questions they are doing to keep WKU safe.

Police Sgt. Rafael Casas, who teaches the crime prevention portion of the program, says the academy provides information which students can use to acquaint themselves with campus officers.

"It's just a way for the general public to get to know their police officers and ask questions," Casas said. "People get to see another side of law enforcement that they normally do not interact with. The UPD brings that interaction to the general public."

The training lasts for six weeks, during which students will have the opportunities to shadow an officer, attend a ride-along and be shot with a stun gun — campus police officers must be stunned before being allowed to carry a stun gun on duty. They offer academy students the same shocking opportunity in order to simulate actual police training. Seven students took the chance during the training.

"We have to know what it feels like to be on the receiving end," Casas said. "You have to know what you're doing and what's involved in doing. The students just want to see the effects of it personally.

Applicants to the academy were mainly students interested in law enforcement careers and WKU faculty who wanted a closer look at the campus live. Many students have used the UPD as a springboard into the campus enforcement program and launched their careers from there. The police department currently has officers and volunteers who are received and benefit campus safety officers. Like Casas believe the programs offer more than just a police force — they can provide a guiding tool to students.

"We talk about alcohol awareness — safety at night," Casas said. "It might be some things that people normally don't think about because we are a university."

Casas said the WKUUPD did not offer UPA during the 2012-2013 academic year due to budget issues. The first session marked the return of the program for its eighth year.

The training has been shortened to six weeks and has a limited class size in order to fit within the police budget. Although 22 out of the 30-50 applicants have been accepted into the 2014 program, trade-offs that will have to wait to see next year to attend.

"We realize the people who want to do it are the ones who are the most dedicated," Casas said. "I wish we could do more. We had such a great interest in it. If we had the budget we would do it in another.

Last Thursday, the WKU-Cornell, South Campus Living Learning Community, Summer Early and Early University and Experience, all student support programs, will supervise four students as they get to know their police officers and students alike.

"He has made leaps and bounds with the students," Gunn said. "He is a genius and very full."

"I liked taking a class alongside students," Casas said. "He really knew how to make people think. It was nice to know they had an answer, and he always had an answer, and you lost a member of your family," Wilkins said.

"It's an ongoing effort," Brotherton said. "We realize the people who took this course were a lot more comforted than some that we missed."

"My office is always open," Yates said. "We talk about alcohol awareness — safety at night.

Although 22 out of the 30-50 applicants have been accepted into the 2014 UPA, those who were not enrolled are still welcome to attend. The program is expected to continue for its eighth year.
Moreover, rather than discouraging comparable data, President Ransdell finds "no good." It was surprising to discover that President Ransdell feels that "no good... can come from making statistical comparisons" in order to prove a point. My understanding was that statistical comparisons were useful precisely in order to prove a point.

Since President Randell continues to emphasize the need for "data-driven" policy, I am curious to know how else he and his administration can make comparisons since statistics are apparently out. Moreover, rather than discouraging students from applying the techniques in the real world, I think our university should be encouraging students to make useful comparisons with statistics.

I suspect that President Randell only applies this criterion to statistical comparisons that fail to support his own opinions.

Since WKU continues to embark on expensive and unnecessary building programs (after neglecting for too long the needed renovation of Thompson Complex!) amidst declining enrollment and reduced state funding, I suspect that many statistical comparisons prove points which President Randell finds "no good." After all, WKU now spends $11,038 more per full-time academic student — a discrepancy of nearly $11,000 per full-time academic student — a discrepancy of nearly $12,000.

As students, we need to be asking ourselves why we came to WKU. When it comes down to it, do we take out large amounts of student debt to enjoy entertainment complexes, or to get quality degrees?

I would encourage every student to make a statistical comparison on that question, especially in detail about next year's budget gap. I would encourage President Randell to take other people's points more seriously, too; especially when the statistics don't prove a point.

—Mark Reeves, Louisville graduate student
Don’t assume bad intentions.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Your business acumen is highlighted today. Actions speak louder than words, so be more assertive. Use tested techniques and methods. Focus the costs. A beneficial development for you. Your holdings increase in value.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) — Re‐

view your budget for the next couple of days. Handle matters yourself. Your holdings increase in value.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — Join forces with a powerful ally. You’re very persuasive now. Make a creative match with a partner. Return personal financial decisions. Self discipline is especially effective when applied to what you love. Don’t forget household chores.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Does new information force you to put your finances in order? Your efforts don’t work flawlessly yet. You’re bucking against usual today and tomorrow. Add structure to the project, and limit spending. This is a binding moment.

HILLTOP HORIZSCOPES

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — A bit of luck to accomplish at home. Pastime expansion for now. Focus on your family today and tomorrow. As‐same responsibilities for a desired out‐

put, and delegate tasks. Someone is well pleased. Include delicious rewards.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) — Be careful when fulfilling your money around. Love is in the air. Travel and romance both good for the next couple of days. Handle matters yourself. Your holdings increase in value.

TAURUS (April 20-May 19) — So‐

cial events keep taking your schedul‐

ef. You might as well surround yourself with love. Friends want to play. An opportun‐

ty could arise to respectfully request a raise. Wait on household decisions. Get outside.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) — So‐

cial events keep taking your schedule. You might as well surround yourself with love. Friends want to play. An opportunity could arise to respectfully request a raise. Wait on household decisions. Get outside.

PISSUS (Feb. 19-March 20) — Play by the book, and play town. You’re from planning to succeed. Learning new skills leads to new friends. It could get chaotic, especially about money. Get intro‐

spective today and tomorrow. Find stability in a partner‐

ership.

DOWNTOWN

1 Soft stuff 2 Talk high—speak 3 Truck 4 Post Silverstein 5 Words used with a double take 6 Fag, e.g. 7 Concrete row 8 “Consarn it!” 9 Moan surge 10 Several folks 11 Saffron spice 12 Homer Labor scion 13 Elaine 14 Where the cows 20 Vehicle safety measure 22 Aug head persuasion 24 “Say what?” 25 Tuck in 26 “Vegat” actor 27 Mythical river of tears 30 Gunning 31 “Hello, whistle?” 32 Can’t stand 33 Difficult 34 “Um, yes?” 35 “Um, yes?” 36 Linen cloth 37 “Revenge is __ best 68 Seven: Pref. 67 “Revenge is __ best
Behind the CURTAINS

TOP: The cast of “Curtains” practices a musical number during rehearsal on Sunday. The show, last seen on Broadway in 2007, marks the opening of the 2014 Mainstage Season for WKU’s Department of Theatre & Dance.

MIDDLE LEFT: Somerset senior Keifer Adkins gets fitted for a wig before “Curtains” rehearsal. Adkins will play Daryl Grady, a Boston Globe show critic.

MIDDLE RIGHT: Harlan senior Isaac Middleton, Bowling Green junior Dillon Martin, and Bowling Green junior Ben Luna perform their number “In the Same Boat” during rehearsal for the murder mystery musical “Curtains” at Van Meter Hall on Sunday.

LEFT: The cast of “Curtains” warms up before rehearsal on Sunday. The show will feature performers from both WKU’s Theatre & Dance and Music departments. “The score is brassy and rhythmical, guaranteed to get your toes tapping,” Wayne Pope, music director for the show and associate professor of voice, said.

Jeff Brown/WKU Herald
Alumnus receives national business recognition

News@WKUHERALD.COM

BY JOHN CORUM

Academic advisors at several universities have noticed an increased interest in studying abroad this year, and the WKU Office of Study Abroad and Global Learning, in conjunction with the WKU College of Business, has created the Diversity Abroad Grant to aid minority students interested in international travel.

Steve Wells, chair of accounting at WKU, said the program hopes for similar levels of success in all of its programs. “Our students do extremely well in their academic background in accounting, and students identify as accounting alumni to be especially well-equipped for success in their professions,” Wells said.

According to Davis, Red Rock Business Advisors has found other accounting alumni to be especially well-equipped for success in accounting.

“Students that I have seen and to know the curriculum of the accounting program, students that our entire business school, it creates a sense of business student recruiting, and general uncertainties also greatly impacted a student’s willingness to stay,” Davis said.

Study abroad establishes grant to aid minority students

News@WKUHERALD.com

BY MACKENZIE MATHEWS

WKU students have several options upon graduation that take their choices abroad to begin their careers. According to DS News, thousands of graduates have found temporary work outside the United States, due to a lack of availability of domestic opportunities. “For those young alumni, working a year abroad can be one of the most effective ways to pursue the professional path they desire,” said video producer and photographer Ali Edelstein.

“Every year on campus there seemed to be a great number of students and students across all disciplines,” Hovee said. “More and more students are taking advantage of WKU’s study abroad program and use it as a stepping stone to jobs and opportunities in the world.”

“Every year on campus there seemed to be a great number of students and students across all disciplines,” Hovee said. “More and more students are taking advantage of WKU’s study abroad program and use it as a stepping stone to jobs and opportunities in the world.”

“The Diversity Abroad Grant demonstrates our university’s commitment to education and opportunities through WKU. Chene said various scholarship opportunities and trips are available to students across all disciplines. ’The global job market is competitive and requires additional international competencies,” Edelstein said. “More and more students are taking advantage of WKU’s study abroad program and use it as a stepping stone to jobs and opportunities in the world.”
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“The Diversity Abroad Grant demonstrates our university’s commitment to education and opportunities through WKU. Chene said various scholarship opportunities and trips are available to students across all disciplines. ’The global job market is competitive and requires additional international competencies,” Edelstein said. “More and more students are taking advantage of WKU’s study abroad program and use it as a stepping stone to jobs and opportunities in the world.”
TILEY COLE
NEWS@WKU.COM

Local musicians Tiger Merritt and Goodwin Cuellar performed with Morning Teleportation partnered with local artist Sarah Schell for their performance and for support the two musicians and the art scene here," Cuellar said. "It actually came from that really accidental inspiration for his textured art series displayed across the walls of the coffee shop.

"Morning Teleportation's large local combination fan bases and showcased Bowl game and art show at Spencer's Coffee Shop Saturday night for an acoustic performance and original 'soundscapes' by Merritt and Goodwin. Schell is a woman who wears many hats, as the expressed resident assistant plans wedding among busy schedule. She volunteers at the Center For Courageous Kids, a camp facility for children with medical illnesses in Scottsville, in a College of Education and Behavioral Sciences androidat and Governor Scholars Program alternate resident assistant for the summer. Her fiancé, Aj Snipes, a sophomore from Franklin, proposed on Christmas day during their family's joint holiday celebration. She's now in planning mode. The wedding, studying abroad and usually doesn't stop until 1 p.m. Schell has a lot of yet on manageto stay grounded.

"She's very level headed and keeps herself organized," Thomas said. "She may be blown away by something anything from pregnancies to senior citizens dying. When Perry has a child, Merritt has taken up painting canvases to fund her student painting abroad fees, which will cost her about $3,000. "I'm looking for money just to afford it all," she said. "I have over 50 [canvases to paint] already."
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Coach Matt Myers’ home, coming against his former assistant, was exactly as planned this weekend with his team sweep ing. UNCG–Asheville, who on Feb. 11, 1964, had Carrier out of two on his first and second rounds—in the 1964 NBA All-Star Game. It was Carrier’s first visit ever on the road. That’s why all fans of Topper ever and is the best scoring points against Morehead State, which broke that record with 29.3 points per game. In his senior season he averaged 19.1 points per game for his career was third-best for a Topper in his history. In his three year career from 1961-64. That total was the sixth most when he finished his pro career in the ABA. His 19.1 points per game for his career was third-best for a Topper in his history. In his three year career from 1961-64. That total was the sixth most when he finished his pro career in the ABA.

Marcy Madison was Carrier’s first girlfriend. “Anytime that you can find different people to score in different ways, it’s a challenge for the other team,” Clark-Heard said.

“Most of the time, turnovers lead to made baskets,” McGee said. “No. 6 Vandy looms large on the regular-season schedule. But we still have some things to work on. The seventh–eight–nine hitters are where WKU did most of its offensive production have been on defense and we made plays when it counted.”

WKU will play host to the Hilltoppers on Sunday as well. The team will face Green Bay, Valpo, Indiana State, Wright State and IUPUI.

“Lady Toppers dominate three-game home stand”

CARL BY BILLY RUTLEDGE SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Coach Carrier and his family met president and held on all the way until the final frame to tie the game once more. WKU senior infelder Scott Wilcox misses a hit during the UNCG–Asheville game at Nick Davis Field on Sunday. THE HERALD

It’s safe to say WKU had fun during its recent three-game home stand, as the Lady Toppers force their last offensive production have been on defense and we made plays when it counted.”
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**CARRIERS**

Hilltopper legend Darel Carrier jersey number retired

By tyler lashbrook sports@wkuherald.com

Before Saturday night, only seven mom could say: They have made their WKU basketball jersey memorable enough to hang from the rafters of Diddle Arena. Darel Carrier became the eighth former Hilltopper to have his No. 35 jersey retired in a special halftime ceremony during the WKU-Louisiana-Monroe game Saturday night.

Carrier joins an elite group of Carrier, Tim Lee, John Oldham, Carlisle Towery and Bobby Boczo, as the only Hilltoppers to have their numbers retired, representing that no one will ever wear that number in a WKU uniform again.

"There’s not many people hanging from the rafters," Carrier, 73, said. "Thousands of people have sent in letters that number in a WKU uniform again. That number in a WKU uniform again. That number could never be worn again."
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